
One dead in rocket 
attack on Iraq base 
hosting US troops
BAGHDAD: At least 10 rockets slammed into a mili-
tary base in western Iraq hosting US-led coalition
troops yesterday, security sources said, leaving one
civilian contractor dead.

The attack on the sprawling Ain Al-Assad base in
Iraq’s western desert comes after several weeks of
escalating US-Iran tensions on Iraqi soil. It also comes
just two days before the first-ever papal visit to the
country by Pope Francis, who said he would still make
the visit so as not to “disappoint” the Iraqi people. Ain
Al-Assad hosts both Iraqi forces and US-led coalition
troops helping fight the Islamic State group, as well as
the unmanned drones the coalition uses to surveil
jihadist sleeper cells. 

Coalition spokesman Colonel Wayne Marotto con-
firmed that 10 rockets hit the base at 7:20 am (0420
GMT) while Iraqi security forces said they had found
the platform from which 10 “Grad-type rockets” hit
the Ain al-Assad base.

Western security sources told AFP the rockets
were Iranian-made Arash models, which are 122mm
artillery rockets and heavier than those seen in similar
attacks. “One civilian contractor died of a heart attack
during the attack,” a high-level security source told
AFP, adding that he could not confirm the contractor’s
nationality.  The death marks the third fatality in rocket
attacks in recent weeks, after rockets targeting US-led
troops in the Kurdish regional capital of Arbil left two
people dead.

Days later, more rockets hit a US military contracting
company working north of the capital and the US
embassy in Baghdad, but only injuries were reported. In
response, the US carried out an air strike on February
26 against Kataeb Hezbollah, an Iranian-backed Iraqi
paramilitary force stationed along the Iraqi-Syrian bor-
der. Washington says it struck on the Syrian side of the
border but Kataeb claims one of its fighters who was
killed in the bombardment was protecting “Iraqi territo-

ry”. Analysts have pointed to both domestic and inter-
national reasons for the sudden rise in tensions. Hardline
Iraqi groups have an interest in ramping up the pressure
on Prime Minister Mustafa Al-Kadhemi following his
pledges to rein in rogue militias.

They may also carry a message from Tehran to
Washington, which under US President Joe Biden is
offering to revive the Iran nuclear deal abandoned by
his predecessor Donald Trump in 2018. Iran is
demanding the US lift sanctions immediately, while the
US wants Iran to move first by returning to previous
nuclear commitments. Tensions between the two rivals
peaked in January 2020, following a US drone strike
on Baghdad airport that killed Iranian general Qasem
Soleimani and top Iraqi paramilitary commander Abu
Mahdi Al-Muhandis. — AFP
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YANGON:  At least 10 people were killed when
Myanmar security forces fired on pro-democracy
protesters yesterday as multiple rallies across the
country descended into chaos.

Myanmar has been in uproar since February 1
when the military launched a coup and detained
civilian leader Aung San Suu Kyi, ending the
nation’s decade-long experiment with democracy
and sparking daily mass protests. International
pressure is mounting-Western powers have
repeatedly hit the generals with sanctions-and
Britain has called for a United Nations Security
Council meeting on Friday.

But the junta has ignored the global condemna-
tion, responding to the uprising with escalating
strength, and security services used lethal force on
demonstrators again yesterday.

The military has also hit half a dozen detained
journalists with criminal charges that could see
them spend up to three years in jail if convicted.
Three cities in central Myanmar saw bloody crack-
downs on protesters by security forces yesterday,
with Monywa in the Sagaing region registering the
highest number of deaths with at least seven.
“What we can confirm is seven people have died,”
said an emergency doctor, who declined to pro-
vide his name.

Multiple medics also said they saw two other
individuals being dragged away by security forces,
though they could not get close enough to confirm
if they had died.

In neighboring Mandalay, Myanmar’s second
largest city, two demonstrators were killed, a doctor
confirmed to AFP, adding that one of the victims
was 19 years old and was shot in the head. And a
protest in Myingyan turned deadly when security
forces deployed tear gas, rubber bullets and live
rounds against protesters carrying red home-made
shields emblazoned with the three-finger salute-a
symbol of resistance for the anti-coup movement.

Several medics confirmed a young man was
gunned down. “Zin Ko Ko Zaw, a 20-year-old, was
shot dead on the spot,” a rescue team member told
AFP, adding that his team had treated 17 people
from the protest.

‘Democracy is our cause’ 
Local media in northern Kachin state also

reported similar scenes of violence, publishing
images of police bearing down on protesters in
Hpakant. “Some were hit with rubber bullets and
some were suffocating because of tear gas,” a
doctor said, adding his private hospital treated
10 injured.

Two critically wounded people-one struck in the
chest, the other in the neck-had to be driven to the
state capital’s hospital about four hours away. Parts
of commercial hub Yangon were transformed, with
protesters using makeshift tires and barbed wire
barricades to block major roads.

Near the famed Sule pagoda intersection, pro-
testers pasted print-outs of junta leader Min Aung
Hlaing’s face on the ground-a tactic aimed at slow-
ing down security forces who will avoid standing on
the portraits. In San Chaung township, which has
been the site of intense clashes in recent days, tear
gas and fire extinguisher clouds filled the streets as
riot police confronted protesters, while a clash in
Yangon’s outskirts left at least 19 people injured.

“Some got hit with rubber bullets,” an official
told AFP. “We had to transfer one man to hospital
for an operation because a rubber bullet hit his
head.” Sunday remains the bloodiest day since the
military takeover, with the UN saying at least 18
protesters were killed across the country.

In Dawei Wednesday, one of four gunshot vic-
tims from Sunday was cremated. Mourners held
floral wreaths and portraits of Lwin Lwin Oo, 33,
as coffin bearers were flanked by hundreds chant-
ing: “We are united, yes we are... Democracy is
our cause.”

Journalists charged 
Yesterday’s violence came on the heels of news

that six Myanmar journalists would be charged
under a law prohibiting “causing fear, spreading
false news, or agitating directly or indirectly a gov-
ernment employee”, according to their lawyer Tin
Zar Oo. Among them is Associated Press photogra-
pher Thein Zaw, who was arrested Saturday as he
covered an anti-coup demonstration in Yangon,
while the other five are from Myanmar Now,
Myanmar Photo Agency, 7Day News, Zee Kwet
Online news and a freelancer. The maximum sen-
tence for the offence has been increased from two
years to three, following amendments made by the
junta last month after it took power.

According to the Assistance Association for
Political Prisoners (AAPP) monitoring group, more
than 1,200 people have been arrested since the
coup, with about 900 still behind bars or facing
charges. But the real number is likely far higher-
state-run media reported more than 1,300 people
were arrested on Sunday alone. On Tuesday, media
reported that about 500 have been freed in Yangon.

Some of Myanmar’s regional neighbors have con-
demned the coup, with Singapore’s premier Lee
Hsien Loong this week saying the country’s return to
military rule was “an enormous tragic step”. — AFP

Ten dead as Myanmar forces fire at protesters
Multiple rallies across the country descend into chaos

YANGON: A protester uses a fire extinguisher as others holding homemade shields run during a demonstration against the military coup in Yangon yesterday. —AFP 

In Iraq, Pope 
reaches out to 
top Shiite cleric
VATICAN CITY: Pope Francis, on a historic trip to
Iraq, will on Saturday hold a hugely symbolic meet-
ing with Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani, seeking to
deepen his cautious dialogue with Muslim leaders.
The 84-year-old pope will visit the top Shiite cleric
at his home in Najaf. Sistani, 90, is never seen in
public and rarely accepts visitors, but the Argentine
pontiff, always happiest among the faithful, favors
direct encounters.

Francis has long hailed the power of inter-reli-
gious dialogue, symbols of peace and tolerance,
without dwelling on the theological subtleties
advanced by his predecessor. Benedict XVI, who
resigned as pope eight years ago, provoked years of

cool relations with the Muslim world when in 2006
he quoted criticisms of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
by a 14th-century Byzantine Christian emperor.

Two years ago in Abu Dhabi, Francis and leading
Sunni cleric Sheikh Ahmed Al-Tayeb, the grand
imam of Al-Azhar, signed a document on “human
fraternity for world peace”. They made a joint call
for freedom of belief, although what stands out from
that trip - the first by a pope to the Arabian
Peninsula - was the image of the leader of the
world’s 1.3 billion Catholics embracing a Sunni imam.

“It’s certainly an unprecedented event and a big
deal,” said Marsin Alshamary, a researcher at the
Brookings Institution. She said the Najaf school of
thinking on Islam became involved in inter-reli-
gious dialogue in the wake of the US-led invasion
of Iraq in 2003, and the bloody civil war between
Shiites and Sunnis. Sistani has repeatedly stated
that Muslims are forbidden from killing others. In
2014, however, as the Islamic State group
approached Baghdad, he called on Iraqis to take up
arms to drive the jihadists out.— AFP

BAGHDAD: A giant billboard bears portraits of Pope Francis and Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani in Baghdad yester-
day ahead of the first-ever papal visit to Iraq. —AFP 


